


Annexure – 1 

 

Ref.: NABTD/I/16939/2022       Dated: 09/03/2022 

 

Technical Specifications for Transcriptome Sequencing and Bioinformatics Analysis for 

soybean Samples (Two Bid System: Technical and Financial Bid) 

1. Technology required for sequencing of samples: Illumina NovaSeq 6000/HiSeqXten. 

2. No of Samples: 24 

3. Starting Material: BARC will give fresh tissues samples as starting material and company 

must collect samples in two or three batches using dry ice. 

4. Two separate envelopes should be submitted for TECHNICAL BID and FINANCIAL 

BID. Technical Bid must include technical compliance (all points as per annexure should be 

complied with supporting docs (page no should be mentioned), proof of lab facility, 

installation certificate, Genomics publication list, work orders from Government institutes, 

satisfactory work completion certificates and company documents.  

Please note: Only technically qualified bidders will be considered for financial bid 

evaluation. 

5. Quality check of RNA should be provided using gel, nanodrop or qubit. 

6. Standard library preparation kits should be used for library preparation. 

7. Data required per sample: Company should provide at least 50 - 60 million reads per 

sample. At least 90 % reads should have QC value (Phred Quality Scores) >30, Low quality 

reads should be excluded from the analysis. Q30 data should be minimum 15 Gb per sample 

8. Read length for sequencing should be 2 x 150 bp. 

9. Detailed report for each step should be provided by the company. 

10. Primary data analysis including data quality check, filtering and trimming. 

11. Data stats like coverage, N, poor quality reads etc. 

12. Alignment stats (Alignment should not be less than 80 - 90%). 

13. Differential gene expression (DGE should be done among the samples and different groups). 

14. Gene annotations. 

15. Core gene set analysis and KEGG Pathways analysis using maximum data bases. 

16. Heat map, BAM files for each comparison should be provided. 

17. PCA plots, hierarchical clustering, and t-SNE, volcano plots, Venn Diagram, MDS plot for 

graphical representation should be provided 

18. SNP/indel variant calling analysis  



19. SSR mining for Genic-SSRs  

20. Detailed analysis report should be provided for each step. 

21. Company should allow the scientist to visit the lab any time during the experiment and 

analysis. 

22. Bioinformatics support should be provided till paper publication followed by data 

submission in NCBI. Queries raised by reviewer should be addressed immediately. 

23. Data should be delivered through both secured server and HDD. To maintain data 

confidentiality, firm should not write data in CDs/DVDs. Both raw and processed data 

including results of analysis should be provided. 

24. Samples (Tissue, RNA etc.) should not be sent out of India.  

25. The vendor must have in-house facility for data generation and analysis. And a proof of in-

house lab facility should be provided. Partner/collaborator company installation certificate 

located abroad will not be considered.  

26. The firm should be well established in India and should have good experience/ record in 

handling NGS projects (generating good quality data and its bioinformatics analysis). The 

company brochures/authentic company website details should be attached. Record of 

previous NGS work orders (‘RNA-seq and bioinformatics analyses’) and their successful 

completion certificates should be submitted. Also, testimonial of successful completion of 

NGS projects from the clients/end users should be provided. Vendor should also enclose an 

updated list of publications of transcriptome analysis and proof of publication (references). 

27. Quotation should be on firm’s letter head with GST Number, PAN Number and CST 

Number mentioned clearly. 

28. Time lines to complete the project with complete bioinformatics analysis should be written 

clearly and should not exceed more than 4months. Further support for in-silico analysis for 

the data generated by this tender, as deemed necessary by the user, should be provided in 

future till one year after the completion.  
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